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You don’t need to travel to southern California, Texas,
or Florida to play in a world class tennis academy!

Front Range Academy
The Front Range Academy was founded in 2015. The
FRA offers a very affordable and flexible 20 hour/week
year-round tennis academy to high performance junior
players. FRA runs an intense program for dedicated
middle and high school players that includes coaching
from certified teaching pros and college players, as well as
guest speakers and experts in the fields of biomechanics,
diet and nutrition, mental toughness, and strength
and conditioning.

Green Dot FRA 2019
With the fast growth and positive results of the FRA,
we have decided to launch a developmental Green Dot
FRA- which will start in the fall of 2019.Younger players
will be taught proper mechanics, footwork patterns, and
shot selection as they train to eventually transition to the
yellow ball. We will make several local trips to area Level
7 tournaments. These players will be given 8-12 hours/
week with guaranteed indoor/outdoor courts.

A Tennis Academy for College Preparation
For many years, the FRA has been traveling around
the USA to the major sectionals, as well as competing
locally as a team. FRA players have performed very well
locally- and at the sectional level. We have dozens of
players that play #1 for their high school. We also have
many players that have sectional and national rankings.
We even have several graduates all over the country
playing college tennis on scholarships! See our website:
williamstennisschool.com for a complete list of our
FRA graduates, alumnis and testimonials.

Work hard, have fun, reach your
highest potential!
The FRA offers a fun and respectful environment where
kids feel part of a team and family. Our philosophy is
that level based play is the number one way to improve
at tennis. We use UTR (Universal Tennis Rating) to
determine class placement and to guarantee that every
player is challenged. We believe that age and gender is
one of the worst ways to group kids. Objective skill level
will always be our primary consideration when it comes
to court placement. In other words, 8 UTR players
should hit with 8s, 7’s with 7s, etc. Level based play
and competing is the number one way to progress and
develop as a tennis player.

